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Arctic Alaska-Chukotka Composite Superterrane 
(Microplate) – key element of Siberian Arctic  
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Tectonic map of the Arctic  
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East Siberian Arctic Shelf: Location of the study area 

 Modern seismic refraction 
and long-offset reflection 
data 
 

 Detrital Zr age data 
 

 New geological results 
from  remote islands 
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Structure of the North Chukchi Basin north of 
Wrangel Island 

(modified from Nikishin et al., 2017) 

ION 4200a MCS profile 
crosses the entire width of 
the North Chukchi Basin. It 
demonstrates a ~18-20 km-
thick sedimentary section of 
the basin, which we 
interpret as Jurassic (?) to 
Cenozoic siliciclastic rocks. 
In the deepest part of the 
basin, the sediments are 
inferred to be underlain by 
the exhumed upper mantle 
(based on the seismic 
refraction and gravity data). 
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Fragment of ION 4200a profile 



Geological cross-section along Dream Line OBS profile 
(based on Sakulina et al. 2016 and our gravity modeling results) 
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The OBS Dream Line profile 
provides an unique insight into 
the structure of the North 
Chukchi Basin along ~900 km 
W-S stretch. The gravity forward 
modeling confirms ~20 km-thick 
sedimentary section of the 
basin, which underlain by 
thinned lower continental crust 
and the exhumed upper mantle.  



Geological cross-section through Novaya Sibir’ Fold 
Belt along LARGE-8901 profile 
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The collapsed Novaya Sibir’ Fold Belt in 

the western part of the East Siberian 

Sea Shelf is inferred to develop over 

the hyperextended North Chukchi Basin 

and thus is lacking a well-developed 

thick continental crust. 

(Drachev et al. 2018) 



Seismic image of the Novaya Sibir’ Fold Belt - 
deformed North Chukchi Basin 

ION ru2-2050 MCS profile 
crosses the late Mesozoic 
compressional deformation front 
south of the De Long Islands. It 
demonstrates a high reflectivity 
package below 7 s TWT (~22 
km), which we interpret as an 
imbricated tectonic basement 
composed of lower crust rocks or 
serpentinised ultramafic rocks 
representing formerly exhumed 
upper mantle below what was 
originally the North Chukchi 
Basin. 

(modified from Nikishin et al., 2017) 8 

ION ru2-2050 MCS profile 



Geological cross-section along 5AR OBS profile 
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The North Chukchi Basin represents 
a hyperextended basin underlain by 
the thinned lower continental crust 
and the exhumed serpentinised 
upper mantle. The gravity modeling 
results does not allow thicker 
continental crust of the southerly 
located North Wrangel Block to be 
continuously traced across this basin 
into the Mendeleev Ridge area. 

(Drachev et al. 2018) 



Geological cross-section of the Wrangel-Herald 
compressional front 
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The southern margin of the North 
Chukchi Basin is involved in the 
Early Cretaceous Chukotka-
Brookian compressional 
deformation, which suggests that 
the formation of the basin predates 
the Late Mesozoic orogeny 

TGS-CSR-160 MCS profile (Drachev, 2011) 



Tectono-stratigraphy of the Siberian Arctic islands 
and Chukotka   

high taxonomic diversity of 
Mississippian and Mid 
Pennsylvanian tropical 
foraminifera and algae (first 
discovered by Solovieva 
(1975), recently summarised 
by Davydov (2016). Not 
known in the East Siberia 
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Cumulative probability curves for Early Paleozoic DZ 
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Cumulative probability curves for Devonian and 
Carboniferous DZ 
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Cumulative probability curves for Permian DZ 
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Cumulative probability curves for Triassic DZ 
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Tectonic affinities based on DZ provenance data and 
main orogenic events  

Timanian basement  

Ellesmerian orogeny 

Verhoyansk-Chukotka-
Brookian orogeny 
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Main crustal domains of the Siberian Arctic and 
adjacent regions in the magnetic field 

1 = De Long Massif 
2 = North Wrangel block 
3 = Chukchi Borderland block 
4 = New Siberian block 
5 = Chukotka-Wrangel Fold Belt developed over the Arctic 
Alaska–Chukotka Microcontinent 
6 = Novaya Sibir' Fold Belt developed over the hyperextended 
North Chukchi Basin 
7 = Kular-Nera-Polousnyi Turbidite Belt 
8 = inferred deformed sedimentary basin between the 
Lomonosov Ridge and the De Long Massif 
9 = Lomonosov Ridge block (microcontinent) 
10 = Amerasia Basin margins underlain by hyperextended 
continental crust and exhumed mantle (10a = the North 
Chukchi Basin) 
11 = Alpha-Mendeleev Large Igneous Province 
12 = Canada oceanic basin 
13 = the Arctic Alaska block 
14 = the South Anyi-Oloi Suture Zone 
15 = the Eurasia oceanic spreading basin  

The bold capital letters A to D denote groups of major positive magnetic anomalies 
related to the dismembered Bennett-Barrovia microcontinent  17 



Provisional reconstruction of Bennett-Barrovia microcontinent 
constrained by magnetic pattern of crustal blocks 

NS = New Siberian block 
DL = De Long block 
ChP = Chukchi Borderland block 
WCh = Wrangel-Chukotka block (remained 
fixed) 

The bold capital letters A to D denote groups of major positive magnetic anomalies 
related to the dismembered Bennett-Barrovia microcontinent  

The blue dashed contours show the 
original positions of the blocks. The 
black dashed arrows show the applied 
rotations and translations. 
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Conclusions 
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1. Four large fragments of the Neoproterozoic continental have been identified in the East 
Siberian Arctic Shelf: the New Siberian, De Long Massif, North Wrangel and Chukchi 
Plateau blocks. These blocks have similar crustal affinities documented by seismic, 
magnetic, gravity and geological data; 

2. We speculate that these crustal blocks, together with the adjacent Chukchi Borderland 
and Arctic Alaska were once united into a single Bennett-Barrovia microcontinent before 
its disintegration in the course of the North Chukchi Basin formation; 

3. The North Chukchi Basin represents a hyperextended basin underlain by the thinned 
lower continental crust and the exhumed and serpentinised upper mantle. The gravity 
modelling does not support for thicker continental crust of the southerly located 
Wrangel-Chukotka Block to be continuously traced across this basin into the Mendeleev 
Ridge area; 

4. We speculate that the formation of the N. Chukchi Basin is related to pre-Canada rifting 
some time in Jurassic, and it predates the Early Cretaceous orogeny.    

5. The New Siberian Block and the southern margins of the De Long and Wrangel-
Chukotka blocks together with the intervening North Chukchi Basin were involved in 
compressional deformation during Early Cretaceous and were subsequently 
incorporated into the Chukotka Fold Belt. 

6. The proposed existence of this now-dismembered Bennett-Barrovia microcontinent can 
play a crucial role in the paleotectonic analysis of the Arctic and in reconstructing the 
Mesozoic pre-Canada Basin Arctic 
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NS = New Siberian block, DL = De Long block, ChP = Chukchi Borderland, AA = Arctic 
Alaska, WCh = Wrangel-Chukotka block (Chukotka FB), NSFB = Novaya Sibir’ Fold 
Belt, SAS = South Anyui-Oloi Suture Zone, HALIP = High Arctic Igneous Province, LR = 
Lomonosov Ridge, KO = Kolyma-Omolon Composite Superterrane 

We acknowledge Natal’in et al. (1999) who were the 
first to introduce the name ‘Bennett-Barrovia Block’ 
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